
  

 

AGEN - 19 June 

Race 1 

1. FANTASTIC OUSTAOUS - Third beaten 0.75L in a higher class mounted race at a country track. 

Claims.  

2. FABARM - Well beaten in last two outings and still a maiden after thirteen mounted starts.  

3. FILLE D'ECHAL - Eighth at this venue in this class in a driven. Down the field on sole mounted start.  

4. FANCHON - Fifth beaten 13L at Toulouse in a higher class eleven days ago. Place claims.  

5. FORBAK D'ART - Runner-up three starts back in a higher class mounted but has struggled since.  

6. GANGWAY - Won back to back races but has been DQ'd on both subsequent outings. Has the ability 

but risky.  

7. FOU DE ROCK - Down the field in a lower class at Beaumont but was a decent second the time before 

in a lower class. Back in mounted where he is yet to win.  

8. FAROUK DECHAMBOU - Fifth at Montauban beaten 5L in a higher class driven. Mounted debut.  

9. FORCE DE NARMONT - No form in last four and easily passed over.  

10. EKINOA DU PATURAL - Back to back DQs and was going well last time in a driven. Back in the 

saddle but needs to improve.  

11. FILON D'OR - Third at a provincial venue in this class two starts back in a mounted. Interesting.  

12. FLAMME DE GINAI - Down the field on return in a higher class and may improve second up.  

13. FOR NO ONE - Seventh beaten 5.25L at Toulouse in a higher class driven. Going well and interesting 

on only second mounted outing.  

14. GO FOR THE GOLD - Runner-up at Meslay du Maine in a higher class beaten 1.25L on mounted 

debut. The one to beat.  

Summary 

GO FOR THE GOLD (14) was second on mounted debut in a higher class at Meslay-du-Maine beaten 

1.25L. Hard to beat. FOR NO ONE (13) finished seventh beaten 5.25L in a driven event. Dropping in class 

and only on second mounted start. Consider. FLAMME DE GINAI (12) struggled on return but is dropping 

in grade for second run this season. FILON D'OR (11) recorded a DQ but was third the time before in a 

mounted contest. Can be included. 

Selections 

GO FOR THE GOLD (14) - FOR NO ONE (13) - FLAMME DE GINAI (12) - FILON D'OR (11)  



  

 

Race 2 

1. IDEE FIXE BREIZH - Fifth at Vichy beaten 5.5L in this class. Has a 66% place strike rate in 

mobile races and top claims from this draw.  

2. IMAGE DE NERET - Back to back DQs in this class and looks risky now.  

3. IROISE DE CAHOT - DQ at Enghien in this class three weeks ago but had won all three 

outings prior to this. Interesting.  

4. IN THE SPOTLIGHT - Won on return at Beaumont-de-Lamonge by 2.25L in a lower class 

from behind the mobile. Solid.  

5. ITALO DUEM - Made all to win at Toulouse in a lower class by 0.25L. Two from three in 

mobile outings.  

6. I AM HAPPY - DQ'd latest at Vincennes in this class. Time before was sixth beaten 8.5L. 

More needed.  

7. INSTRUMENTALISTE - Bidding for a hat-trick after winning at Beaumont de Lomagne by 

0.75L in a lower class. Well worth a try at this level.  

8. ILLICO DUPUITVERT - Second beaten a neck at Vichy in a class D after trying to make all 

the running. Interesting.  

9. ICI PARIS EFJI - DQ'd at a provincial venue latest in a lower class and not an obvious winner.  

10. IMPERIAL GOLD - Well beaten at Toulouse in a lower class and has to find more.  

11. INNISFAIL CREEK - Sixth at Vichy beaten 7.5L in a lower grade and is a place chance at 

best.  

12. IMOKO DU BOUILLON - Fourth in the higher class at Marseille Borely beaten 6.5L. Not 

out of this.  

Summary 

INSTRUMENTALISTE (7) has won last two outings including at Beaumont-de-Lomagne in a 

lower class. Won on sole mobile attempt and holds big claims. IN THE SPOTLIGHT (4) won by 

2.25L in a lower grade mobile event on return and can progress second up. ITALO DUEM (5) 

made all to win at Toulouse. Unexposed and well worth a try up in level. IDEE FIXE BREIZH 

(1) is consistent at present and should be included from this draw. 

Selections 

INSTRUMENTALISTE (7) - IN THE SPOTLIGHT (4) - ITALO DUEM (5) - IDEE FIXE 

BREIZH (1)  



  

 

Race 3 

1. HAMBO - DQ at Toulouse in a lower class and easily passed over.  

2. HARLEY DE QUARO - DQ at Amiens in a lower class in May and ruled out.  

3. HARONA D'OLIVERIE - Won in a lower class three starts back but has been DQ on both 

subsequent outings. Risky.  

4. HORUS DE TILLARD - Well beaten on last two starts in claiming level. Easily ruled out.  

5. HUMEUR DI PAO - Third beaten 7.25L at Toulouse in a lower class. First time with rear 

shoes off and could improve.  

6. HOARN DU MELEUC - Seventh beaten 8.5L at Bordeaux in a higher class. Time before 

won by 0.75L in a lower grade. Interesting.  

7. HOLLYWOOD ACE - Fourth beaten 3.25L at Niort in a lower class. Time before was a solid 

third beaten 3.5L. Not out of this.  

8. HERBAL DE VANDEL - Third beaten 0.75L at Saint Malo in this class when first time 

barefoot. Interesting.  

9. HERA DRY - Well beaten at Toulouse in a lower class but was a winner the time before. 

Needs to re-find form.  

10. HAPPY LADY - Struggled on last two outings but was third beaten 6.25L in this class three 

starts back. Could find form again.  

11. HELECTRIK DE SUCE - Tried to make all at Toulouse when second beaten 0.75L in three 

grades higher. Tough to beat.  

12. HERODO BELLO - Fifth beaten 19L at Royan in two weeks ago in this class. More needed.  

13. HOLA DU VIVIER - Fifth beaten 5.5L at Sables on return in this class. Entitled to improve 

and holds big claims.  

Summary 

HELECTRIK DE SUCE (11) was beaten 0.75L when second in a much higher class at Toulouse 

after trying to make all the running. Could prove hard to beat. HOLA DU VIVIER (13) produced 

a fair fifth on return in this class after a short break. Fitter second up and can go close. 

HOLLYWOOD ACE (7) holds claims after a 3.25L defeat at Niort in a lower level but current 

form gives him a chance. HOARN DU MELEUC (6) won two starts back in a lower class and 

went well in a higher grade since. Consider. 

Selections 

HELECTRIK DE SUCE (11) - HOLA DU VIVIER (13) - HOLLYWOOD ACE (7) - HOARN DU 

MELEUC (6)  



  

 

Race 4 

1. GIVE YOU ALL OF ME - DQ in a much lower class and easily passed over.  

2. GINO DU DERBY - DQ at Toulouse in a lower grade and looked over.  

3. GATINKA - No form in last two runs and likely to find this class rise tough.  

4. GLYCINE D'ALBRET - Seventh but only beaten 3.25L at Toulouse in a lower 

class. Place claims.  

5. GE DU MANOIR - Second beaten 1.75L at Meslay-du-Maine in a lower 

grade. In form and can be considered.  

6. GUINESS GRIFF - Sixth beaten 3L at Toulouse in a lower grade. First time 

with pads on all four.  

7. GALANT DE CAREL - Returned from a short break with a win at Grenade 

after finishing strongly to win by 1.25L. Can improve second up.  

8. GIRELLO - Third beaten 3L at Vileneuve in a class D last week. Chance.  

9. GIPSY DES CAILLONS - Out of form in last three outings and difficult to 

have.  

10. GABO DI ROCCA - Three DQs in last four outings. Fourth on sole 

completed effort in a class D. Capable but risky.  

11. GODFATHER - Eighth on return beaten 9.5L with shoes on. Ended last 

season with a higher class win and the one to beat now barefoot.  

Summary 

GODFATHER (11) put in a solid comeback recently at Pontchateau with shoes 

on. Won a higher class race in March and will be hard to beat back barefoot. 

GALANT DE CAREL (7) won on return in a lower level by 1.25L. Should build 

on that second up. GIRELLO (8) produced a third in a grade lower and looks to 

have a good chance. GABO DI ROCCA (10) was fourth at Grenade but has 

been DQ subsequently. Consider if completing. 

Selections 

GODFATHER (11) - GALANT DE CAREL (7) - GIRELLO (8) - GABO DI 

ROCCA (10)  



  

 

Race 5 

1. DYNASTIE D'ENFER - Third beaten 3.5L in a lower class at a country track. Hard to have.  

2. DJEBEL VALIERE - Bidding for a hat-trick after making all in this class at Beaumont de 

Lomagne by 2.25L from behind the mobile. The one to beat from this draw.  

3. EKIR DE MAI - Fourth beaten 7.25L at Toulouse eleven days ago. Gone well at a higher 

level previously.  

4. ETOILE MERITE - Won by 2.75L at a country track in a lower class. Not ruled out up in class.  

5. DIAGHILEV - Fifth six days ago at Vitre in a higher class. Has a 33% mobile strike rate and 

can be included.  

6. DEUXIEME SOUFFLE - Fourth beaten 4.25L at a country track behind Etoile Merite recently. 

Place claims.  

7. CHO LAND DEROZES - Down the field latest in this class latest and hard to have.  

8. DOMINO BLOND - Sixth beaten 3.5L at Beaumont Lomagne in this class. Each way chance.  

9. ET POURTANT - Won at Royan two weeks ago by 0.75L in this class and not ruled out with 

a 25% strike rate from behind the moble.  

10. DIVA DU BUISSON - Well beaten in a lower class and ruled out.  

11. DELADO - Struggled on two outings since a break and not one to consider.  

12. DAKARA DES VOLCANS - Ninth beaten 12L in a lower class and best watched.  

13. ERREUR GRAVE - No form in last six and impossible to fancy.  

Summary 

DJEBEL VALIERE (2) made all of the running when winning by 2.25L at Beaumont-de-

Lomagne in this class. Should go close once more. DIAGHILEV (5) was fifth in a higher grade 

at Vitre after a win in this level. One of the likelier winners. ETOILE MERITE (4) found success 

by 2.75L in a lower class. Well worth a try at this level. ET POURTANT (9) scored by 0.75L in 

this class and holds claims. 

Selections 

DJEBEL VALIERE (2) - DIAGHILEV (5) - ETOILE MERITE (4) - ET POURTANT (9)  



  

 

Race 6 

1. EURASIEN DUEM - Second beaten 2.25L in two classes higher eight days ago. Seven wins 

from 18 mobile starts and should go close.  

2. DONNEZAC - Won by 1.5L in a lower class in May. Well drawn and not ruled out.  

3. ESPOIR DU BUISSON - Fourth beaten 1.25L at Royan in a higher class. Has two wins and 

six placings from nine mobile starts. Top chance.  

4. EMBLEME BUROIS - DQ at Chalons in a higher class. Went well in this class three starts 

back.  

5. ELITE DU CAIEU - Seventh beaten 11L at Nimes in hgiher class. Time before was fourth 

beaten 1.25L in two grades higher. First time with pads on all four.  

6. EDELZWIKER - Down the field in one grade higher at a country track. Runner-up the time 

before and has four mobile wins.  

7. EUROPA DE CHENU - Twelfth beaten 14L at Vire in a higher class. Solid sixth the time 

before and one to consider.  

8. DESTRIER D'OR - DQ after fair run in a class E. Placed the time before in this grade and 

can go well.  

9. ELVIS D'AUVRECY - Runner-up at Lyon Parilly in a higher class beaten 1.75L three weeks 

ago. 25% strike rate from behind the mobile.  

10. ECALGRAIN - Won by 0.25L in a lower class at Grenade last week. This looks a bit harder.  

11. ESPERANCE MIX - Well beaten on last two and first time in this shoeing combination. 

Ruled out.  

12. ELVINA - Sixth beaten 9.5L in this class at a country track. Needs to find more.  

13. DOC DE DRAOU - Fifth beaten 10L in a lower class and unlikely to feature.  

14. ELVIS DU RIB - Won by 3.25L in this class two weeks ago at Grenade and interesting 

despite the draw.  

Summary 

ESPOIR DU BUISSON (3) was fourth in a higher class at Royan beaten 1.25L. Has only missed 

placings once in nine mobile attempts including two wins. The one to beat. EURASIEN DUEM 

(1) finished runner-up at Toulouse in a higher grade beaten 2.25L and holds big claims from 

this draw down in level. ELVIS D'AUVRECY (9) was runner-up at Lyon Parilly in higher 

company. Consider down in standard. ELVIS DU RIB (14) won well in this class recently by 

3.25L. Consider. 

Selections 

ESPOIR DU BUISSON (3) - EURASIEN DUEM (1) - ELVIS D'AUVRECY (9) - ELVIS DU RIB 

(14)  



  

 

Race 7 

1. COLORADO BELLO - No form in three starts since a break with shoes on. Going up in class but does 

have a 50% with this shoeing change.   

2. CAIMAN DU CITRUS - Won by 1.25L in a claimer at Lyon la Soie and will find this harder.  

3. CALIN NARCY - Eighth beaten 6.25L at Bordeaux in a lower class. Ruled out.  

4. CAJUN DES BAUX - No form in last six and impossible to fancy.  

5. CRACKOR DE FORGAN - Eighth beaten 10L at Toulouse in a higher class. Dropping back in grade 

and could place.  

6. FANGIO COBO - Bidding for a hat-trick after winning by 5L eight days ago in a lower grade. Well worth 

a try at this level.  

7. CATCH ONE - DQ at a provincial venue in a lower class and more needed up in grade.  

8. COEUR DE DYPP - DQ at a provincial track in a lower class and best watched.  

9. COLVERT D'HERFRAIE - Fifth three days ago in a claimer and this is much harder.  

10. COOBYA ANGANO - Twelfth beaten 13L at a provincial venue and not one to consider.  

11. ESBEIRIT - Well beaten in a lower class latest. First time in this shoeing combination and it needs to 

bring improvement.  

12. CHRISTMAS DU CEBE - Sixth beaten 6L at Villeneuve in a higher class and one to consider up in 

class.  

13. DELMON DE BLONDEL - Eighth beaten 5L at Toulouse in a higher class three weeks ago. Winner 

has won again and should be considered.  

14. CALIMERO DU THIOLE - Third beaten 2.5L at Villeneuve three weeks ago in a higher class and 

should be considered.  

15. DEDE DE MONTAURAN - Well beaten after a spell and best watched.  

16. CRISTAL DU LUPIN - No form in last two outings and best watched.  

17. BUNKER DU PRIEURE - Sixth beaten 4.25L at Toulouse in a higher class and can go close in this.  

Summary 

BUNKER DU PRIEURE (17) was only beaten 4.25L at Toulouse in a higher class and can take advantage 

of this easier opposition. FANGIO COBO (6) is bidding for a a hat-trick after winning by 5L in a lower level 

last week. Up in grade but more than entitled to go close. CALIMERO DU THIOLE (14) placed third at 

Villeneuve  beaten 2.5L in a higher class. Consider. DELMON DE BLONDEL (13) was 5L eighth at 

Toulouse behind Fangio Cobo but is not ruled out. 

Selections 

BUNKER DU PRIEURE (17) - FANGIO COBO (6) - CALIMERO DU THIOLE (14) - DELMON DE 

BLONDEL (13)  



  

 

Race 8 

1. ETOILE CHOUAN - Third this level four starts back at this course. Outside claims. 

2. EUNIS DU PATURAL - Improved third last start at a country track. Place. 

3. DAY GLORIOUS - Last start finished second at a country track. Could pick up minor prize 

money. 

4. ETOILE DAMOURLONDE - Struggling to fill a place. 

5. ERO DE BEAULIEU - Long time since showing form and has a poor strike rate. 

6. EOLE EMESS - No current form to say he can win. 

7. DOM PE - Won twice and placed three times from last five at this level. In great form. Clear 

one to beat.  

8. ELONA DAIRPET - Recent form below par. Hard to see him winning. 

9. DIAM ORANGE - Long time since last win and failing to fill a place. 

10. ESPOIR DU DROPT - Shown little since placing in January five runs ago and has been DQ 

23 of 35 starts. 

11. ENJOY VICTORY - Put in an improved effort last time when second at a country track. 

Place.  

12. ESTADOR - Close up fourth last start at a country track. Needs to do more. 

13. EL AMOR DE KA - Spanish trained. Struggled on return to France last start when well held. 

This is slightly easier.  

14. DOLLAR D'EURVAD - Behind the placings in similar level races. 

15. ELIZA BELLA - No form to say he can win. Not racing well. 

16. EPONA DU BUIS - Long time since showing form. 

Summary 

DOM PE (7) is the clear choice. Only horse engaged with winning form having been victorious 

twice and placed past five starts. May prove difficult to beat. EL AMOR DE KA (13) produced 

some useful placings earlier in the campaign. ETOILE CHOUAN (1) and EUNIS DU PATURAL 

(2) can complete the shortlist. 

Selections 

DOM PE (7) - EL AMOR DE KA (13) - ETOILE CHOUAN (1) - EUNIS DU PATURAL (2) 

 


